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with iron discipline, trains running to time, the mobilization
of the body and mind of every member. A horde which
will become a modern army, before which in its turn the
free city will seem a confused mob. Modern war is mass
war, involving the entire resources of a country. Dictator-
ship becomes a necessity, for the masses must be compelled
to march, either by force or by isolating and exciting instincts
and reflexes which social habits, democracy and city life
have weakened and bridled. Hence it is that the struggle
to guide a nation into knowing and obeying no other law
than that of war demands the destruction of social institu-
tions, those stages by which civilization consolidates its
slow and difficult advance. To deprive the people of their
communes, their syndicates, their co-operatives was like
pushing them backwards down a slope from which every-
thing that might arrest their fall had been removed. To
ensure its own freedom of movement,, fascism had to sup-
press all liberty, and substitute for bodies which might
use it as a means to a freer social life others devoted to
absolute stagnation. Mussolini thoroughly understood that
to impose a c warlike mentality' on Italy he had to de-
stroy democracy and in particular its only serious support,
the working-class and socialist movement Socialists and
Popolari, the two great popular parties, which really reflected
the hopes of the masses, were genuinely pacifist. Nowhere
on his European, journey did Wilson receive more spon-
taneous and disinterested homage than in Italy. To make
such a people c warlike *, democracy and socialism had to
be exterminated ; and fascism had to have not only power,
but a monopoly of power.
In the course of its violently rapid growth the character
of fascism became more and more military, a foreshadowing
of the pattern of organization and life that its chiefs were to
impose on the Italian nation. In order to turn the nation
into a barracks fascism had to begin by being a barracks.
To those who looked for a breakdown owing to the immense
number of new recruits Mussolini replied on August 26 :
* The river of fascism continues to increase its waters, which
have already burst through several dams and soon will be in
full flood. Our enemies pretend to be pleased at this

